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20 Shuttlewood Drive, Richmond, Qld 4740

Bedrooms: 5 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 4 Area: 2169 m2 Type: House

Stacy  Brand
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P.O.A

Sublime! This will appeal to the astute buyer wanting perfection from top to bottom. Rightly so, you'd be aiming for

perfection. On offer a sublime combination of quality and timeless elegance.Nestled on an immaculately landscaped

2169m2 allotment that boasts the most spectacular views. The elevation allows the beholder of the view - ever changing;

to admire city lights, mountain ranges, seasonal changing cane fields, sunsets and the heritage listed smokestack of the

old Habana Mill. The views will be cathartic and food for your soul daily. Destined to become your haven for mind, body

and health. Recharge in the infrared sauna, sit in silence and gaze to the views or prepare delectable delights in the superb

kitchen whilst entertaining guests around the custom-built saltwater pool. Decide your mood…  opt for the traditional

timber fire pit or the flicker of the ethanol filled fire bowl while enjoying the pool side cabana with a cocktail and friends or

the silence, outlook and a good book. Every day will be like a holiday!A selection of living spaces; offering freedom,

marvellous landscapes and scope to ensure this home fits to your lifestyle with flexibility and practicality.Without a doubt;

the white on white kitchen is tasteful, practical and perfectly placed to allow entertaining to be seamless, the pool to be in

your vision and close enough to everything if the kids need a helping hand.Luxurious bathrooms recently renovated to

perfection, are only 8 months old. The combination of natural earthy tones and texture are unbeatable. Bedrooms are

more than generous in size with the master set for lazy Sunday mornings….The electric blinds allow you to transition from

sleeping mode to relishing the views and checking the weather without leaving the bed.Easy access to the shed will give

options, previously used as the best gym set up ever, the choice is yours. 6.6 KW for your convenience.The sellers'

perfection will be your win, win. Ensuring everything is on point, not a stone left unturned to ensure the new owner is

walking into a zero-maintenance home with the added piece of mind - solid bones and the craftmanship of an Executive

21 year old home.This residence will be an absolute pleasure to inspect on so many levels.Contact me today and arrange

your exclusive inspection.Disclaimer:The Agent does not give any warranty as to errors or omissions, if any, in these

particulars, the provided information from the Vendor can be deemed reliable but not accurate. Any persons interested in

the property should conduct their own research.


